
Where does the running end go? 

Clove hitch over👋 turn up left, under👋 turn up right; pull tight, push loops together 

Timber hitch over👋 turn, over👋 3 twists back; tightens under load 

2 half-hitches over👋 TURN, over👋 twist in, under👋 twist out; dress knot, slide knot against grommet 

Taut-line hitch over👋 TURN, over👋 2 twists in, under👋 twist out; dress knot, slide to tighten or loosen 

Bowline over👋 loop, TURN, up eye, under standing part, down eye; pull ends tight, loop stays 

Sheet bend 2 ropes, thick: over👋 bight; thin: up eye, under👋 turn up neck; pull tight 

Square knot 2 ropes: right👋-over-left👋 twist, switch👋👋, left👋-over-right👋 twist; pull tight 

 

Lashings 

Shear lashing lay 2 spars || even, 1st clove hitch, 8 wraps figure-8, 2 fraps, 2nd clove hitch 

Diagonal lashing lay 2 spars X cross, timber hitch ↔, 3 wraps ↕, 3 wraps ↔, 2 fraps, clove hitch 

Square lashing lay 2 spars + cross, 1st clove hitch bottom, 3 wraps figure-SS, 2 fraps, 2nd clove hitch top 

Tripod lashing lay 3 spars ||| even, 1st clove hitch, 4 wraps figure-SOS, 1st 2 fraps, 2nd 2 fraps, clove hitch 

Round lashing lay 2 spars \\ offset, 1st clove hitch over both, 10 tight wraps, 2nd clove hitch, rep 2nd rope 

Floor lashing lay stringers = below, lay floor spars |||| above, 1st clove hitch on stringer, wrap figure-S, 
alternate bights over floor spars (inside/outside), 2nd clover hitch on stringer, rep 2nd stringer and rope 



Good turns and rope terms to know  

 
Loop rope crosses itself making a circle  
Running end end of the rope being tied 
Standing part rest of the rope (not running end) 
Twist [In/Out/Back] parts of rope near neck 

 
Bight U-turn in rope, ends of rope may touch but 
do not cross  
Eye middle space in the bight or loop 
Neck where rope meets after loop or bight 
[Up] Eye go [up] through the eye 

 
Turn a loop around a spar or grommet 
Spar a pole for tying 
[Under/over/left/right]hand 👋 turn Running end 
completes the turn [under/over/…] standing part 

 
Frap a turn around wraps of rope between spars 
 
 

 
Wrap half turns around spars in figure O, 8, S, … 

 
Twist a loop around a rope 

 


